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EXHIBIT 1
DATE:
TO:
FROM:
THROUGH:
SUBJECT:

October 7, 2013
Redmond Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC)
Scott Woodford, Associate Planner
Heather Richards, Community Development Director
Bike-Pedestrian Network Maps – Review of September Bike Reconnaissance

Report in Brief:
The purpose of this report is to summarize the bike reconnaissance trip the BPAC took on September
5, 2013 to spur discussion on how to incorporate that experience into the Bike-Pedestrian Network
Maps.
Background:
The overall goal of the Redmond BPAC is to increase bicycle and pedestrian usership within the City of
Redmond, with a focus on improvements that will encourage the basic user to bike and walk to
destination points in Redmond.
To accomplish this, over the course of the last four to five months, the BPAC has been working on a
Bicycle Network Plan with bike routes that connect destination points to residential neighborhoods in a
safe, efficient and enjoyable manner that the basic user would feel comfortable utilizing. (Please see
attached Attachment A – Redmond Bicycle Network Improvement Plan).
The routes are based on a hierarchical system, similar to streets, with collectors and local routes that
anticipated different densities of use. Each route is then reviewed as to the type of infrastructure that
would feel safe and comfortable for the basic user. (A survey of community residents in 2011 indicated
that the majority of residents who do not regularly bike around Redmond do not feel safe on the current
network of bicycle lanes, which are installed on Redmond’s highest order of vehicular streets, arterials
and collectors.)
The ultimate purpose of the map is to create a Bike and Pedestrian Network Plan that can be used to
guide future planning and City Capital Improvements Projects that will be successful in generating
more bicycle and pedestrian usership in Redmond. The Plan will prioritize the improvements and
provide timelines and potential costs. Fundamental to these planning decisions is that the facilities are
attractive to not only advanced and fearless riders, but more importantly to new and inexperienced
bicyclists to get a broader share of the community to utilize this important transportation mode. The
question we should keep in the back of our minds as we plan this is whether we would want our
children or other people’s children biking on these facilities. If we can address that segment of the
population, we will open up opportunities for all to ride safely around town.
In order to ground check the maps we’ve created inside the four walls of City Hall, the BPAC rode the
southern half of the draft map route on September 5th and stopped several times along the route to
make comments. The plan is to ride the northern half of the city in the upcoming weeks.
----------------------------------------------------Attachments:
Attachment A – Bike and Pedestrian Network Improvement Plan
Attachment B –Excerpts from the Washington County Bicycle Facility Toolkit

Discussion:
The purpose of this discussion is to further flesh out the details of what we’ve proposed so far in the
Bike and Pedestrian Network Plan. Based on that and our ride, we need to ask the following
questions:
1. Do the proposed routes need to be adjusted?
2. What types of facilities are appropriate along the different routes? Bike Boulevard? Cycle
Track? Separated Path? (Please see Attachment B for excerpts from the Washington County
Bicycle Facility Toolkit that will help with those decisions).
3. What street crossings need special treatment?
crossing markings?

Different colored pavement?

Intersection

4. What is the prioritization of these improvements? Start in the middle and work out? Spread the
improvements around town? Concentrate on making complete connections? School routes
first?
5. Does the network connect residential neighborhoods with key destination points?
To help spur the conversation, a summary of the September bike ride comments is included below with
further questions raised to help with refining the Plan:
1. Cascade Avenue
a. The group felt that the street worked as a bike route, but what bike facility is most
appropriate? Bike Boulevard? Cycle Track? Separated Path? Is there enough right of
way to accommodate a cycle track or separated path?
b. A big concern was all the stop signs on the route - we can likely get the ones from 8th St
to the Canyon changed so they require the cross traffic to stop, but not likely the ones at
5th, 6th or 7th (and maybe not even 4th). Will need to talk to emergency services about
changes and think about traffic impacts. Absent a good solution to safely crossing
those streets, are we creating a potentially dangerous situation? Do we still connect all
the way to the new park adjacent to US 97?
c. Concern of grade down to canyon, but felt it was the best of the options and at least
didn’t have a lot of traffic; signage at the bottom of the canyon telling people that
downtown is a short ride away will help with the intimidation of riding up the big hill and
people not knowing where it goes.
2. 15th Street:
a. The section from Highland Avenue to Obsidian is very important because it provides
access to three activity points: the elementary school, the middle school and the Boys
and Girls Club.
b. There are no sidewalks currently, but Engineering will be looking into installing them in
the future.
c. Group felt that it was not important to have a separated bike facility along here due to
the Dry Canyon trail paralleling it and essentially providing the same benefit. But, the
City has heard that kids are not comfortable with the Dry Canyon route to the schools.
d. What is the proper solution here? Is a cycle track or a separated path feasible on 15th?
Can we modify the street to narrow the drive lanes to accommodate bike facilities and,
in the process, encourage drivers to slow down? Is occasionally used on-street parking
important or is it more important to use the space for buffered cycle lanes?
----------------------------------------------------Attachments:
Attachment A – Bike and Pedestrian Network Improvement Plan
Attachment B –Excerpts from the Washington County Bicycle Facility Toolkit

3. Quartz Avenue vs Obsidian Avenue:
a. Quartz Avenue is not recommended as an east/west bike route on the Bicycle Network
Improvements Map, but Obsidian is. Is Obsidian the best route given the constraint of
getting through Dry Canyon (stairs on both sides)? Should the access to Dry Canyon
along Obsidian be improved so that people don’t need to negotiate the stairs (ramps
instead)? Or, is Quartz a better solution due to its more unencumbered route and easier
access to the Dry Canyon trail?
b. Discussed the on-street parking being used as overflow parking by the senior living
center and its impact on riding on Quartz – when you ride by the parked cars, you have
to drift out into the drive lane, which is not very safe. Also discussed that on-street
parking could be eliminated on the Dry Canyon side (the senior center would still be able
to utilize the parking closest to their facility) to accommodate safer biking and buffered
bike lanes or cycle track. Is this a good solution? Is there enough right of way to fit it in?
4. Trail Between Quartz and Reindeer:
a. We stopped at the intersection and pointed out the city owned parcel that is being
considered for parking for those accessing the Dry Canyon trail;
b. We also discussed how the trail might need to be re-oriented as it intersects with Quartz
for better safety in crossing (i.e. slow riders down so they look to see if it’s clear before
crossing); also discussed how a stop sign on the trail could do the same thing.
c. What is the preferred solution here? Is the Dry Canyon Master Plan addressing this?
5. Salmon Avenue:
th
a. Rode from the end of the trail across 19 Street (low traffic, good for bikes) to Salmon
Avenue; we looked at the city owned parcel for a connection to Canal through the Parks
and Rec site; could be feasible, but it’s not very direct
b. What is the preferred solution here?
6. Canal Boulevard:
a. Group liked the separated cycle track from Canal due to its buffer with the traffic and
discussed how a white line in center of track would be helpful in defining two-way traffic.
But is it wide enough to safely allow two-way traffic? Standards indicate that you need
about 12’ of width for safe travel. The existing width is probably about 6-8’ wide. Will it
get much demand when the new trail along the canal (roughly parallel) is complete?
b. Discussed that the cross street intersections with the trail are dangerous because
motorists stop in the middle of the cycle track and block rider’s access. Signage was
recommended on cross streets as they approach Canal Blvd warning them of the
possibility of bike traffic. Painted cross walks would also help.
7. 31st Street:
a. Group agreed that this street would make a nice bike boulevard because of the relative
low amount of traffic and traffic calming elements that could help mitigate speed
complaints that Engineering has received in the area. Putting in traffic calming
measures would deter the speeding and improve the street for biking.
b. Is a bike boulevard the best solution or are there other facilities that would work as well
or better?
8. Dry Canyon Trail:
a. Discussed future need for 12’ of width of trail (versus existing 10’) to better
accommodate wide variety of users.
b. Does that occur sooner than later or is it sufficient for the time being until ridership
increases?

----------------------------------------------------Attachments:
Attachment A – Bike and Pedestrian Network Improvement Plan
Attachment B –Excerpts from the Washington County Bicycle Facility Toolkit
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